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aMerican Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)

determining our future
••••

championing our values
••••

helping our community

PHASE 1
Phase 1 was designed to allow members of the com-
munity to share the challenges they faced because of 
the COVID-19 pandemic and the needs they believe 
are most important to address. 

Intended to receive input from as many commu-
nity members as possible, Phase 1 included several 
methods of participation, including an online sur-
vey available in numerous languages, three large 
public sessions held at gathering places throughout 
the City, and small group opportunities in which or-
ganizations with particular areas of specialty could 
provide their input. 

Phase 1 resulted in the largest amount of participa-
tion for any public engagement process in recent 
memory, reaching a total of 2,111 people, with 1,776 
engaging with the survey, 178 attending a public ses-
sion, and 157 attending a small group session either 
in-person or virtually. Notes from these sessions to-
taled 107 pages.

The Phase 1 process was advertised through a vari-
ety of means, including radio, social media, the City 
website, and yard signs, resulting in the participation 
of a diverse group of community members. Demo-
graphic information voluntarily collected from at-
tendees at public and small group sessions showed 
that attendance at these events was more diverse 
than those who engaged with the online survey.

Learn more about Phase 2 on the next page.

The American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) was passed 
by Congress and signed by President Biden on 
March 11, 2021. ARPA included many programs 
providing funding to a variety of areas of the econo-
my and levels of government, including the State and 
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds program from which 
Harrisonburg received $23,834,094. These funds 
are intended to help states and localities fight the 
COVID-19 pandemic, maintain vital public services, 
and build a strong, resilient, and equitable recovery 
from the pandemic. 

The City of Harrisonburg worked with JMU’s Insti-
tute for Constructive Advocacy and Dialogue and 
the Harrisonburg-Rockingham Chamber of Com-
merce to develop a community engagement strategy 
that would be implemented in two phases.
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aMerican Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)

How Phase 2 participants 
ranked the importance of 
each category identified 
in Phase 1

Top Choice Frequency

2nd Choice
 Frequency

3rd Choice 
Frequency

PHASE 2
Using the impacts and needs data gathered during Phase 1, the ICAD 
team identified eight categories of needs, each with 4-6 sub-categories. 
These needs categories and sub-categories were transformed into the 
Phase 2 survey, which asked respondents to rank the eight needs cat-
egories as well as the needs sub-categories within their top two cate-
gories. Surveys were completed primarily online, and Phase 2 survey 
reach totaled 1,099 individuals. 

To gather as many responses as possible and to help ensure a more 
representative sampling of the community, the Phase 2 survey was ad-
vertised heavily through news and social media, yard signs throughout 
the city, and in partnership with community organizations.  In addi-
tion, ICAD facilitators showed up at public events and spaces to walk 
through the survey with interested individuals. The frequencies that 
categories were chosen as a top three priority are below:
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In addition to implementing the Phase 2 ranking survey, the ICAD 
team then returned to the Phase 1 survey, public meeting, and organi-
zational input data and re-analyzed it using the eight needs categories 
and their subcategories.  Of over 3,500 unique mentions, about 300 
found in this re-analysis did not fit into these categories.  These ‘un-
categorized’ mentions included the following:

Revisiting Phase 1 Input

Mentions related to improving general (vs. specific) 
infrastructure across roads, water, sewer, stormwater, 

sidewalks, etc.

Mentions related to providing direct financial support to 
small businesses

Mentions related to improving the downtown 
quadrant specifically

Mentions related to calming traffic in neighborhoods

Mentions related to improving environmental 
sustainability in the City in general

Mentions related to providing direct financial support to 
non-profit organizations providing social services

Mentions related to bringing community members together 
to strengthen relationships and combat isolationism
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aMerican Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)
Improving Community Mental 
                     and Physical Health

Providing adequate health 
care clinics To meet demand

Increasing substance abuse
treatment services

Expanding accessible & affordable 
mental health treatment for youth 

Expanding accessible and affordable 
mental health treatment for homeless

Efficiently distributing food to 
reduce hunger 

Ensuring support and 
connection for seniors

Ensuring care and support 
for those with disabilities

PUBLIC-IDENTIFIED Projects 
• Boost the services available at nonprofit mental health organizations.

PROJECTS IN CURRENT CITY PLANS
• Conduct a vacant parcel and land use audit to identify potential locations for community garden 

spaces based on proximity to food equity zones.

PROJECTS OTHER ORGANIZATIONS HAVE CONDUCTED
• Funds for school-based mental health services to continue to respond to children and youth mental 

health needs exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Potential projects that could be included in this category:

Phase 2 Survey Subcategory Average Ranking:

Phase 1 Survey Subcategory Mentions:

Participants in public and small group meetings talked about removing barriers 
to receiving mental health services including increasing information about mental 
health signs and resources, and expanding providers. Participants also noted that the 
stresses of the pandemic and job loss contributed to the increase in mental health 
problems and people slipping back into substance abuse and addiction.  It also ex-
panded those dealing with food insecurity and participants suggested a need more 
mobile pantries, community gardens, and backpack programs.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK FROM PUBLIC FORUMS:

Color 
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Expanding accessible and affordable mental 
health treatment for youth

Increasing substance abuse treatment services

Ensuring care and support for those with disabilities

Providing adequate health care clinics to meet demand

Expanding accessible and affordable 
mental health treatment for homeless

Ensuring support and connection for seniors

Efficiently distributing food to reduce hunger
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“Needs of caregivers of 
the elderly really rose 
to the top. Family care-
givers were struggling 
and overwhelmed even 
before the pandemic. It 
made this ‘hidden’ issue 

come into view.”

Participant 
Feedback:

Phase 1 Frequency Rank: 2nd Phase 2 Average Rank: 2nd



Increasing Safe, Accessible  
         and Sustainable Housing

Ensuring more affordable, safe, and 
quality rental housing in the city

Enhancing homeless sheltering options

Increasing more affordable housing 
for purchase (expanding pathways 

to home ownership)

Improving home energy efficiency 
and environmental sustainability

Phase 2 Survey Subcategory Average Ranking:

Phase 1 Survey Subcategory Mentions:

Potential projects that could be included in this category:
PUBLIC-IDENTIFIED Projects 

• Incentivize developers to include affordable housing in new housing developments.

PROJECTS IN CURRENT CITY PLANS
• Conduct a coordinated affordable housing public campaign.

PROJECTS OTHER ORGANIZATIONS HAVE CONDUCTED
• Provide gap funding to affordable housing developers that submit applications 

through a Request for Proposals process.

Color 
Key

A

B

C

D

Participants in public meetings noted that there is a need for an advocate, a clear place to get 
help with housing needs and concerns, and a need to address and lower the barriers to access 
housing for many including recognizing the economic situation of those with disabilities in 
housing qualification. In addition to an identified need for more affordable housing, partici-
pants stressed there needs to be safeguards to ensure the housing that exists is safe and livable. 
Beyond just a shelter for those experiencing homelessness, participants said any shelter needs 
to offer things such as job training and mental health services. 
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PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK FROM PUBLIC FORUMS:

TOP 
RANKED

BOTTOM
RANKED

Improving home energy efficiency and 
environmental sustainability

Ensuring more affordable, safe, and quality 
rental housing in the city

Enhancing homeless sheltering options

Increasing more affordable housing for purchase 
(expanding pathways to home ownership)

“COVID caused an 
acceleration of 

inequality. Homelessness 
accelerated and now has 
a different population 

than before COVID.”

Participant 
Feedback:

Phase 1 Frequency Rank: 1st Phase 2 Average Rank: 4th

aMerican Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)

Supporting competitive wages

Advancing living wages 
for all workers

Expanding both in person 
and virtual training 

across multiple job types

Ensuring quality, accessible,
 affordable childcare

Incentivizing new businesses



aMerican Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)
Supporting Our Workers 
              and Working Families 

Supporting competitive wages

Advancing living wages 
for all workers

Expanding both in person 
and virtual training 

across multiple job types

Ensuring quality, accessible,
 affordable childcare

Incentivizing new businesses

Open
For

Business!

PUBLIC-IDENTIFIED Projects 
• Provide help to childcare providers for professional development, licensing, and accessing funding.

PROJECTS IN CURRENT CITY PLANS
• Increase awareness of tourism marketing opportunities and to provide assistance to local businesses.

PROJECTS OTHER ORGANIZATIONS HAVE CONDUCTED
• Support a non-profit partner to establish a skills-based job readiness program that matches low to 

moderate income residents with specific employers and provides those residents with the training and 
skills necessary to secure a career path.

Potential projects that could be included in this category:

Phase 2 Survey Subcategory Average Ranking:

Phase 1 Survey Subcategory Mentions:

Participants in public meetings recognized how child care and schools are core factors in the 
system of challenges - when we ‘take away’ child care, a lot of other pieces also fall. To ensure we 
have accessible child care participants said that competitive and sustainable wages for teachers 
and child care workers are essential as the current labor market is pulling people to other jobs 
that pay more.
As we recover, many discussed the need to invest in more job training or educational opportu-
nities to build workforce capacity and that any programs should help employees gain the skills/
education in order to make a living wage. Support for businesses was also addressed through the 
need for entrepreneurship development and business development support, perhaps in the form 
of a small business networking center/hub.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK FROM PUBLIC FORUMS:

Color 
Key

A

B

C

D

E

TOP 
RANKED

BOTTOM
RANKED

Expanding both in person and virtual training 
across multiple job types

Advancing living wages for all workers

Ensuring quality, accessible, 
affordable childcare

Supporting competitive wages

Incentivizing new businesses
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E

“So many families just 
depend on school for basic 
childcare – make sure their 
kids are fed, safe. When the 
schools shut down, that 
was a game changer for 

those families – there was 
nothing there to 

help them.”

Participant 
Feedback:

Phase 1 Frequency Rank: 3rd Phase 2 Average Rank: 3rd



Strengthening Support 
                          for K-12 Students 

Increasing affordable summer 
camp and sports activity options 

Growing before and 
after school programs

Improving public school facilities

Improving teacher 
compensation and support

Expanding student mental 
health support

Expanding tutoring and 
mentoring programs

PUBLIC-IDENTIFIED Projects 
•  Increase funding for summer programs that are educational and fun

 so that every student can take part, regardless of financial need.

PROJECTS OTHER ORGANIZATIONS HAVE CONDUCTED
• Strengthen school-based engagement efforts while at the same time expanding community-based access 

for families by expanding the district’s parent ambassador and cultural broker pipeline work. 

aMerican Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

Potential projects that could be included in this category:

Phase 2 Survey Subcategory Average Ranking:

Phase 1 Survey Subcategory Mentions:

Participants noted that systems for children disappeared during the pandemic – 
schools, daycare. Children of those who were essential workers often had to be left 
alone. They shared how youth were impacted from a lack of socialization and access 
to healthy activities, isolation, and having to take on roles as caregivers to help take 
care of younger siblings. This has resulted in youth who have less social skills, more 
anxiety, and are less active and solutions need to address these needs.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK FROM PUBLIC FORUMS:

Color 
Key

A

B

C

D

E

F

TOP 
RANKED

BOTTOM
RANKED

Improving public school facilities

Improving teacher compensation and support

Growing before and after school programs

Expanding student mental health support

Expanding tutoring and mentoring programs

Increasing affordable summer camp 
and sports activity options
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D

E

* Expanding Tutoring 
and Mentoring 

Programs was not 
mentioned in the 

original survey

“Kids have been hit hard 
by the pandemic - they are 
behind developmentally, 
not being socialized, and 
watching screens all the 
time with parents trying 

to work from home.”

Participant 
Feedback:

Phase 1 Frequency Rank: 8th Phase 2 Average Rank: 1st



aMerican Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)aMerican Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)

Improving How 
                  We Get Around 

Improving the network of usable 
sidewalks and accessible sidewalks 

Increasing and connecting 
bike lanes and trails

Expanding public 
transportation services

Increasing public and 
private electric vehicle use

PUBLIC-IDENTIFIED Projects 
• Add benches and/or shelters at all bus stops in the city. 

PROJECTS IN CURRENT CITY PLANS
• Identify opportunities to develop a network of greenways and trail systems 

connecting parks and recreational facilities that could also support the needs and PRiorities identified in 
the City’s Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan.

PROJECTS OTHER ORGANIZATIONS HAVE CONDUCTED
• Provide subsidies and fare assistance to residents that rely on public transportation.

Potential projects that could be included in this category:

Phase 2 Survey Subcategory Average Ranking:

Phase 1 Survey Subcategory Mentions:

A common refrain from participants in public meetings is that public transportation 
needs to be revamped and improved for accessibility, including looking beyond just 
busses as forms of public transport. Some mentioned that the investment in busses 
is minimal compared to infrastructure for cars and that this is not socially just. Par-
ticipants also expressed a desire for there to be more biking and walking accessibility 
between parks and schools and the things people need access to. 

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK FROM PUBLIC FORUMS:

Color 
Key

A

B

C

D

TOP 
RANKED

BOTTOM
RANKED

Increasing public and private 
electric vehicle use

Improving the network of usable 
sidewalks and accessible sidewalks

Expanding public transportation services

Increasing and connecting 
bike lanes and trails

A

B

C
D

“Transportation for 
getting around and for 
specialized needs like 
getting to and from 

medical appointments—
this was poor prior to 
the pandemic and has 
only gotten worse.”

Participant 
Feedback:

Phase 1 Frequency Rank: 4th Phase 2 Average Rank: 6th



aMerican Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)

Increasing and improving public 
parks throughout the community

Enhancing and adding arts and 
cultural heritage centers

Offering comprehensive 
community services and support 

information in one place

Ensuring recreation centers, 
playing fields, and pools are 

geographically accessible to all

Ensuring accessibility to all public 
spaces for people with disabilities

Upgrading Neighborhood 
     Livability and Sustainability

 Improving roads & sidewalks

Beautifying neighborhoods

Expanding paths that 
connect neighborhoods

Increasing access to wifi 
and public hotspots

Reducing street and 
yard flooding

PUBLIC-IDENTIFIED Projects 
• Add sidewalks along Mt. Clinton Pike from Route 42 west to Gemeinschaft Home. 

PROJECTS IN CURRENT CITY PLANS
• Create more greenspaces and tree planting in downtown, neighborhood 

conservation areas, business revitalization areas, and corridor enhancement areas. 

PROJECTS OTHER ORGANIZATIONS HAVE CONDUCTED
• Leverage community partners to provide workforce development, public information 

campaigns, and coordinated private cleanup efforts 

Potential projects that could be included in this category:

Color 
Key

A

B

C

D

Phase 2 Survey Subcategory Average Ranking:

Phase 1 Survey Subcategory Mentions:

Participants in public meetings talked about needs in their own neighborhoods but 
two common themes were a need for continuous, maintained accessible sidewalks 
that connect neighborhoods and businesses and beautification efforts including trees 
and community gardens and food parks. In the Northeast neighborhood, residents 
expressed the need to turn the Dallard-Neuman House into a cultural site and/or 
community place, and a need for the neighborhood to regain what was lost in the 
unjust economic effort of the 1970’s. 

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK FROM PUBLIC FORUMS:

E

TOP 
RANKED

BOTTOM
RANKED

Beautifying neighborhoods

Improving roads and sidewalks

Reducing street and yard flooding

Expanding paths that 
connect neighborhoods

Increasing access to wifi 
and public hotspots 

A

B

C

D
E

“Green spaces,  tree 
covers, and wooded areas 
not only encourage more 
outdoor lifestyle and 
activities, but can help 
our environment to be 

less polluted and 
therefore healthier.”

Participant 
Feedback:

Phase 1 Frequency Rank: 6th Phase 2 Average Rank: 5th



aMerican Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)
Expanding and Enhancing 
                               Public Spaces 

Increasing and improving public 
parks throughout the community

Enhancing and adding arts and 
cultural heritage centers

Offering comprehensive 
community services and support 

information in one place

Ensuring recreation centers, 
playing fields, and pools are 

geographically accessible to all

Ensuring accessibility to all public 
spaces for people with disabilities

PUBLIC-IDENTIFIED Projects 
• Create a downtown park or playground for families. 

PROJECTS IN CURRENT CITY PLANS
• Redesign the Kids’ Castle playground, consistent with the Purcell Park Master Plan.

PROJECTS OTHER ORGANIZATIONS HAVE CONDUCTED
• Develop a space that supports the arts community to showcase work and gather where the 

community feels welcome and can experience art and culture.

Potential projects that could be included in this category:

Color 
Key

A

B

C

D

Phase 2 Survey Subcategory Average Ranking:

Phase 1 Survey Subcategory Mentions:

Participants in public meetings expressed a desire for more public facilities such as a pool, 
more soccer fields with bathrooms, an expanded skate park, and a downtown park. Most 
identified such spaces with positive physical and mental health and an ability to connect with 
others. Some recognized that these investments can help kids to get over what happened 
because the pandemic was very hard on them. In addition, there was support in many of the 
meetings for a community center that could provide a combination of social, educational, 
and health amenities accessible in multiple languages that could also serve as a multi-cultural 
gathering place to encourage connections across difference in the community. 

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK FROM PUBLIC FORUMS:

E

TOP 
RANKED

BOTTOM
RANKED

Ensuring accessibility to all public 
spaces for people with disabilities

Increasing and improving public 
parks throughout the community

Enhancing and adding arts 
and cultural heritage centers

Ensuring recreation centers, playing fields, and 
pools are geographically accessible to all

Offering comprehensive community services 
and support information in one place

AB

C

D

E

“We need parks and 
outside spaces for 

the kids to help them 
‘be distracted’ and 
help their mental 

health.”

Participant 
Feedback:

Phase 1 Frequency Rank: 5th Phase 2 Average Rank: 7th



aMerican Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)

Building Capacity of 
                    City Government

Providing competitive wages that attract 
and retain quality city workers

Fully staffing and retaining police, fire and 
emergency departments and personnel

Upgrading public sewer and 
stormwater/flooding infrastructure

 Enhancing language 
accessibility of city’s services

Converting government buildings and vehicles 
to environmentally sustainable options

PUBLIC-IDENTIFIED Projects 
• Give a one-time $2,000 bonus to all police officers, firefighting personnel, teachers, 

and public workers, but not to managers or executives. 

PROJECTS IN CURRENT CITY PLANS
• Support programs to increase energy efficiency of municipal operations, businesses, and households.

PROJECTS OTHER ORGANIZATIONS HAVE CONDUCTED
• Improve the efficiency, quality, and service of our water and sewer systems throughout the City by 

ncluding smart sewer and water infrastructure as part of the City’s ongoing transportation 
infrastructure plan. 

Potential projects that could be included in this category:

Phase 1 Survey Subcategory Mentions:

Participants in public meetings discussed the value of making infrastructure improvements 
and repairs that increase efficiency and safety (i.e. wastewater treatment plant and the water 
tower in the Northeast neighborhood). Some also pointed to these types of investments as 
increasing emergency preparedness and resiliency. 

Another theme was providing competitive pay that can attract and retain public safety staff. 

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK FROM PUBLIC FORUMS:

Color 
Key

A

B

C

D

E

Phase 2 Survey Subcategory Average Ranking:
TOP 

RANKED

BOTTOM
RANKED

 Enhancing language accessibility of city’s services

Fully staffing and retaining police, fire 
and emergency departments and personnel

Upgrading public sewer and 
stormwater/flooding infrastructure

Providing competitive wages that attract 
and retain quality city workers

Converting government buildings and vehicles 
to environmentally sustainable options

A

B

C

D

E

“If we prepare for 
the implications 
of emergencies 

we won’t have to 
be ‘resilient.’”

Participant 
Feedback:

Phase 1 Frequency Rank: 7th Phase 2 Average Rank: 8th


